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Abstract 

It is shown that total cross sections for the excitation of target states with large 

spectroscopic factors may be calculated accurately by representing the states by their 

leading independent-particle configurations. With this approximation coupled channels 

calculations agree only qualitatively with experimental total cross sections for the first 

five states of helium. R-matrix calculations using configuration interaction show better 

qualitative agreement. The complex polarisation potential for continuum excitations is 

described for two-electron atoms. When this is included in a coupled-channels optical 

calculation quantitative agreement with experiment is obtained for most states at 30, 50 

and lOOeV. 
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1. Introduction 

The coupled-channels optical calculation has been applied with moderate success to 

electron-hydrogen scattering (Lower tt al 1987 and references therein). Scattering between 

lower-lying target states is represented by a coupled-channels calculation involving these 

states. Scattering involving all other target states is represented by using ab initio optical 

potentials in the coupled-channels calculation. Complex polarisation potentials that are 

quite accurate near the energy shell are added to the first-order potentials (McCarthy and 

Stelbovics 1983b) in a momentum-space calculation. 

The method is applied here to total cross sections for the five lowest-lying sta.es of 

helium at incident electron energies of 30, 50 and lOOeV. For total cross sections there 

is an approximate sum rule, described in section 2, that makes it unnecessary to use 

configuration-interaction wave functions to describe the target states. They are described 

by the leading Hartree-Fock configurations. Configuration interaction is probably neces

sary for an accurate description of differential cross sections and will be applied in a later 

publication. 

The polarisation potential for two-electron states is related to that for one-electron 

states by orbital-channel coefficients that are described in section 4. 

Probably the most accurate calculations of electron-helium scatfering up to the present 

are R-matrix calculations (Berrington and Kingston 1987 and references therein). They 

give semi-quantitative total cross sections, in some cases well outside experimental error 

limits. The present calculation describes nearly all measured total cross sections within 

experimental errors, where they are known. 
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2. Configuration interaction in total cross sections 

The total cross section for the scattering at a total energy E of an electron of momen

tum direction k by a target t to final target states / and electron directions k is 

a = E, [d*k' < kt|T(E)|/k' >< k'/|T(E)|ik > 6(E - E,) 

= E, < k.|T(£)|/)(/|T(E)|,k >, (1) 

where we use Dirac brackets to denote projectile-target states and round brackets to denote 

target states. The summation over / includes an integral over continuum target states. 

The target states / may be expanded in a complete orthonormal set of independent-

particle configurations a: 

|/) = £„|a)M/). 

Each target state / belongs to a manifold characterised by a configuration or. For states 

belonging to the same irreducible representation of the atomic symmetry group each state 

belongs to more than one manifold. The manifold energy e„ is given by 

( o = (a',HT\a) = Vf(a\f)€,V\a) = V,S\a)t,, (2) 

where HT is the target Hamiltonian and the spectroscopic factor 5# is defined by 

^ = |(«|/)| 2. (3) 

There is a subset of states / , whose total cross section is denoted by a', for which the 

spectroscopic factor for a particular manifold a is close to unity. For such a state tf and 

fn are separated by a small energy of order O.leV. Consequently T(E) depends to a good 

approximation on a, but not explicitly on / . The argument for this is as follows. T(£) 
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depends on the t?.rget state through the state-dependence of the Green's function G**\E) 

— [ £ ' + ' — K — HT\~*', where A' is the projectile kinetic energy operator. We introduce 

the unit operator in projectile-target space. We sum over target states j in the manifold 

a and make the approximation that t t — fa is small in comparison with E if S° is close 

to 1 for one of the states j . 

the sum over j now reduces to 6ap and the Green's function has the required form 

«*»-J **•£"% <5> 
We are now able to treat the / summation in (1) the same way as we treated the _; 

summation in (4) obtaining 

a' = E'„ < k i | r ( £ ) | a ) ( o | T ( E ) | i k >, (6) 

which is the total cross section for the subset of states with large spectroscopic factors, 

say >0.9. The prime on the summation represents restriction to this set. Total cross 

sections for tates / in the large-spectroscopic-factor set are calculated using the leading 

independent-particle configurations a rather than the configuration-interaction expansion 

of / , even though some configurations may have coefficients of the order of 0.1. 

This simplification is much less valid for differential cross sections, where configu

rations with smaller coefficients may be important, for example at angles where some 

splu'riral harmonics relevant to the calculation with the leading configuration o are small. 
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3. Hel ium : coupled channels 

We consider total cross sections for the five lowest-lying states of helium. These states, 

with their excitation energies, are listed in table 1. The states are labelled by their leading 

Hartrce Fock configurations. Their spectroscopic factors are also listed in table 1. They 

have been calculated using Hartree Fock configurations truncated to all possible excitations 

in a basis formed f n i \ the Is, 2s, 2p, 3s, 3p, 4s Hartree-Fock orbitals. All the states have 

spectroscopic factors greater than 0.94 in this approximation, so we expect that their total 

cross sections can be calculated using the leading configurations. 

The total cross sections obtained from a coupled-channels calculation involving the 

five states represented by their leading configurations are listed in the column labelled 

CC in table 2 for incident energies of 30, 50 and lOOeV. They are compared with the 

experimental compilation of de Heer and Jansen (1977) and with R-matrix calculations. 

For the singlet states 5 state R-matrix cross sections have been published at 30, 50 and 

lOOeV (Fon tt al 1981). At 30eV 11-state (Berrington et al 1985) and 19-state (Berrington 

and Kingston 1987) R-matrix calculations have been done. The R-matrix calculations use 

configuration-interaction wave functions. Where possible the 19-state cross sections have 

been included in table 2. Values quoted have been read from published curves. 

In general the agreement of the 5 state coupled-channels calculation with experiment 

is only fair. In one notable case, 3S at 30eV, the calculated value is too high by a factor 

of nearly 4. The 5-state R-matrix calculation agrees excellently with experiment for the 

elastic channel. For excited states the agreement is again only qualitative, even for the 

19 state calculation. The overestimate for the 3S state at 30eV is now a factor of 2. In 

general the larger R-matrix calculations are in better agreement with experiment than the 

5 state coupled-channels calculation. 
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I The cont inuum polarisation potential 

Since total cross sections can he calculated quite accurately using only the leading con 

figurations for the target states the main reason for the inaccuracy of the 5-state roupled-

channels calculation is the truncation of the channel space, particularly the omission of 

the continuum which accounts for 55% of the total reaction cross section at 50eV. The 

omitted discrete channels account for only 15% of this total reaction cross section (de Heer 

and Jansen 1977). We therefore include the complex polarisation potential for the con 

tinuum in the potential matrix elements connecting the entrance channel with each of the 

exit channels (McCarthy and Stelbovics 1983b). This is called a coupled-channels-optical 

(CCO) calculation. Up to the present the optical potential formalism for a two-electron 

target has not been given explicitly. We outline it here. 

The complex polarisation potential for initial and final target states p and p' is denoted 

in momentum space by 

< qV|Vw |pq > = J d3kZ„.,Q{as + bsPr) < q'p'\v\p"k > 

X Em-l»-ifc» < k p " H p q > ' ( ? ) 

Here Q denotes the space of channels not explicitly coupled, v is the electron-electron 

Coulomb potential and Pr is the space-exchange operator. Direct and exchange terms 

have coefficients as and b$ which depend on the total spin 5. For continuum target states 

p" the summation becomes a momentum integration. 

The polarisation potential (7) contains two amplitudes for excitation of a target state 

in the explicitly-coupled P-space to a state in the polarisation space Q. For the purpose 

of illustration we consider the amplitude for the transition between the target states p 

and ;»". If p" is a continuum state it is represented by a scattering wave function Each 

transition involves the excitation of one electron from a single-particle state _; in one of the 
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two electron configurations of p to a single-particle state i of p". The p —» p" excitation 

amplitude is a linear combination of one-electron excitation amplitudes j —» i. The ro 

efficients are the density-matrix elements (p"|«'j|p)- Here we are using second-quantised 

notation in which the creation and annihilation operators for an electron in a single-particle 

state r are denoted by i ' and ?. The direct matrix element is 

< kp"|Vr,|pq > = Y.„(P'V}\P) < W j q > (8) 

The exchange matrix element is 

< kp"\VE\pq >= -Z„(p'Vj\p) < k.|tf - E\qj > (9) 

The density matrix elements are calculated by applying the fermion commutation rules 

to the totally antisymmetric two-electron wave functions representing pand p". Each two-

electron state p depends on single-particle states t and Jfc which are specified respectively by 

orbital indices a and 7 describing the projection-independent factors, by orbital angular 

momentum quantum numbers fn, m„ and fy, m 7 and by spin quantum numbers j , n„ 

and ^, n 7 . The orbital quantum numbers of the two-electron state are f, m and the 

spin quantum numbers are s, n. Here \p) is an independent-particle configuration, but 

equations (8) and (9) apply equally-well to configuration-interaction wave functions. 

|p)=|o 7 ^fmn))=(l+S n ,) , / 2 E m „ m > n . r , f̂ " £ ' ] [ » } * 
[mn m-, rn\ [n„ n 7 n 

iU'lO). (10) 

The symbols in square brackets are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. For the helium states we 

are considering we have an active electron in a Is, 2s or 2p orbital and a spectator electron 

in a Is orbital. The two-electron matrix elements of equations (8) and (9) are related to 

the corresponding one-electron matrix elements for active orbitals n and Is by coefficients 

rn< defined by 
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< k(lsa) |v|( l .s) 2 q > = c„ < krt|v|l.sq> . (11) 

The coefficients c„ are given in table 3. They are the same for direct and exchange terms 

and independent of the target spin s. 

The spin coefficients a<; and 65 that apply to the polarisation potential matrix element 

(7) for conserved total (three-electron) spin quantum numbers S, Ns are given for cases 

relevant to the present calculation in table 4. Unprimed quantum numbers denote initial 

states, primed quantum numbers denote final states. The projectile spin quant .11 numbers 

are j , N and the target spin quantum numbers are 5,n. The coefficients are 

S 
Ns 

«s = \\(i + s')(i + s))>»i:N.Nn.nn.n,{>l

 J

n, £ ] [ £ a

n 

x < na\nfi >< N'\N >, 

s 
s 

x <n„\N >< W'|n„> . (12) 

The approximate calculation of one-electron polarisation potential matrix elements 

has been discussed at length (McCarthy and Stelbovics 1980, McCarthy et al 1981). Con

tinuum intermediate states are represented by a Coulomb wave (orthogonaliscd to the 

bound state from which the electron was excited) for the slower electron and a plane wave 

for the faster electron. In order to make the computation managable the polarisation 

potential matrix elements are approximated by anguiHi-momentum-projected matrix ele 

incuts U*tQ {E,K) that are functions only of the total energy E and momentum transfer 

I\ , where 

K = q - q \ 7

2 = 2 (£ --»„). (13) 

F01 Is Is transitions this is the equivalent local potential. 
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OE,A') = EMm„ L 
hi in !r In \ l ' i k < «l'«|VMg,l/<q > «-' Y,.M(K). (14) 

The first test of a continuum polarisation potential is to calculate the total ionization 

cross section using the plane-wave approximation (McCarthy and Stelbovics 1983a) 

a / = (2/fc)(2ir) 3 /mt/<° ) (^0), (15) 

where a—0 is the ground state. Total ionisation cross sections for eneigies of the order 

of the ionisation threshold are generally somewhat too high. The values obtained for the 

present cases are given in table 5. It is to be hoped that reasonably-small errors in second-

order terms will give small errors in the final result. This is indeed the case for hydrogen 

(Lower et al 1987). 

The results of the coupled-channels optical calculation are given in the column headed 

CCO of table 2. In general they are a great improvement on both the CC and R-matrix 

calculations and agree with the experiments usually within experimental error. In partic

ular the addition of the polarisation potential has improved the 3S cross section at 30eV 

from a factor of 4 discrepancy to remarkable agreement with experiment. 
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•r) Conclusions 

The main point of this calculation is to provide further evidence of the usefulness of 

the polarisation potential (13), (14) in describing atomic scattering. The main fault with 

this form of the polarisation potential is that it. is calculated for momentum variables very 

close to the energy shell. We may loosely call it an on-shell approximation. The complete 

solution of the coupled integral equations involves off-shell matrix elements. However we 

know that the fully on-shell solution, the unitarised Born approximation, gives reasonable 

results for all but the lowest partial-wave states and the present approximation involves 

an off-shell extension, even though rot a very accurate one. 

The most promising direction of improvement of the calculation is to calculate off-shell 

polarisation potential matrix elements more accurately. It will probably never be possible 

to improve on the separated (distorted-wave) form used to approximate the full wave 

function for scattering in Q-space, although there is a chance of improving the description 

of the distorted waves. 
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Table 1. States of helium, labelled by their leading configurations, considered in the 

present calculation. The spectroscopic factors are obtained from the configuration-

interaction calculation described in the text. 

HF configuration Excitation Energy (eV) Spectroscopic factor 

( I s ) 2 ' 5 0 0.99 

( l s2s ) ' 5 20.6 0.94 

( ls2p)*P 21.2 0.97 

( l s2s ) 3 S 19.8 0.98 

( l s 2 p ) 3 P 21.0 0.97 
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Table 2. Total cross sections (JT«Q) for e He channels at 30, 50 and 100eV. CC: coupled 

channels, CCO: coupled channels with optical potential. Experimental error estimates 

(where available) are given in parentheses for the last significant digits. 

Channel E(eV) CC CCO R-matrix Experiment1' 

(Is) 2 lS 30 2.14 2.56 2.54° 2.542 

50 1.39 1.61 1.573" 1.574(104) 

100 0.79 0.73 0.693* 0.694(42) 

(ls2s)'5 30 0.0178 0.0250 0.037c 0.02461(492) 

50 0.0240 0.0217 — 0.01987(179) 

100 0.0186 0.0134 0.0236° 0.01460(88) 

(ls2s) 35 30 0.0731 0.0207 0043 c 0.020 

50 0.0068 0.0062 — 0.0089 

100 0.0017 0.0017 — 0.0019 

(1 S 2 P ) 'P 30 0.0365 0.0424 0.054* 0.0426(21) 

50 0.10?9 0.1035 - 0.0972(48) 

100 0.1191 0.1108 0.149° 0.1148(57) 

(ls2p) 3P 30 0.0287 0.0291 0.023c 0.0272 

50 0.0143 0.0134 .._ 0.0172 

100 0.0010 0.0012 — 0.00314 

a. Fon et al (1981); 29.6, 50 and lOOeV. 

b. Berrington et al (1985). 

c. Berrington and Kingston (1987). 

(I. de Heer and Janscn (1977) and references therein. 
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Table 3 . Orbital-channel coefficients (defined by eq. (11)) relating excitation amplitudes 

for two electron states to orbital excitation amplitudes. 

orbi ta l n rrt 

Is 2 ' / 2 

2s 1 

2p 1 

Table 4. Spin coefficients (defined by eq. (12)) for two-electron polarisation-potential 

matrix elements. 

.< s' S as f>s 

0 0 \ 

0 1 I 

1 1 \ 

' 1 f 

1 -2-' 

0 _ 3 - . / 2 

1 3" 1 

1 1 
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Table 5. Total ionisation cross sections (TTOQ) for helium calculated from eq. (15) com

pared with the experimental values of Montague rt al (1984). Experimental error in the 

last significant digits is given in parentheses. 

Energy ( e V ) Theory Experiment 

30 0.09 0.076(3) 

50 0.36 0.270(12) 

100 0.53 0.412 (19) 
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